
  

Grand Theft Auto III Cheat CodesGrand Theft Auto III Cheat Codes

Button CodesButton Codes

For these codes to work, enter them during normal gameplay, whilst in any city.For these codes to work, enter them during normal gameplay, whilst in any city. (Note: The speed up and slow (Note: The speed up and slow 
down codes can be used multiple down codes can be used multiple times to make the game even times to make the game even slower or faster.)slower or faster.)

CChheeaatt EEffffeecctt

R2, R2, L1, R2, Left, R2, R2, L1, R2, Left, Down, Right, Up, Left, Down, Right, UpDown, Right, Up, Left, Down, Right, Up All WeaponsAll Weapons

R2, R2, L1, L1, Left, R2, R2, L1, L1, Left, Down, Right, Up, Left, Down, Right, UpDown, Right, Up, Left, Down, Right, Up Lots Of MoneyLots Of Money

R2, R2, L1, L2, Left, R2, R2, L1, L2, Left, Down, Right, Up, Left, Down, Right, UpDown, Right, Up, Left, Down, Right, Up Full Armor Full Armor 

R2, R2, L1, R1, Left, R2, R2, L1, R1, Left, Down, Right, Up, Left, Down, Right, UpDown, Right, Up, Left, Down, Right, Up Full HeathFull Heath

L2, R2, L1, R1, L2, L2, R2, L1, R1, L2, R2, Triangle, Square, Circle, Triangle, L2,R2, Triangle, Square, Circle, Triangle, L2,
L1L1

Blow Up Car Blow Up Car 

R2, R2, L1, R2, Up, Down, Up, R2, R2, L1, R2, Up, Down, Up, Down, Up, DownDown, Up, Down Lower Wanted LevelLower Wanted Level

L1, L2, R1, R2, R2, R1, L2, TriangleL1, L2, R1, R2, R2, R1, L2, Triangle Clear Weather Clear Weather 

L1, L2, R1, R2, R2, R1, L2, XL1, L2, R1, R2, R2, R1, L2, X Fog Weather Fog Weather 

L1, L2, R1, R2, R2, R1, L2, SquareL1, L2, R1, R2, R2, R1, L2, Square Cloudy Weather Cloudy Weather 

L1, L2, R1, R2, R2, R1, L2, CircleL1, L2, R1, R2, R2, R1, L2, Circle Rainy Weather Rainy Weather 

Circle, Circle, Circle, Circle, Circle, Circle, R1, L2, Circle, Circle, Circle, Circle, Circle, Circle, R1, L2, L1, Triangle,L1, Triangle,
Circle, TriangleCircle, Triangle

Get A TankGet A Tank

Circle, Circle, Circle, Square, Square, Square, Square, Square,Circle, Circle, Circle, Square, Square, Square, Square, Square,
L1, Triangle, Circle, TriangleL1, Triangle, Circle, Triangle

Faster TimeFaster Time

Right, Down, Left, Up, L1, L2, Up, Left, Right, Down, Left, Up, L1, L2, Up, Left, Down, RightDown, Right Wear Any OutfitWear Any Outfit

Down, Up, Left, Up, X, R1, R2, Down, Up, Left, Up, X, R1, R2, L2, L1L2, L1 Pedestrians Fight Each Other Pedestrians Fight Each Other 

Down, Up, Left, Up, X, R1, R2, Down, Up, Left, Up, X, R1, R2, L1, L2L1, L2 Pedestrians All Hate YouPedestrians All Hate You

R2, R1, Triangle, X, L2, L1, R2, R1, Triangle, X, L2, L1, Up, DownUp, Down Crazy PedestriansCrazy Pedestrians



  

CChheeaatt EEffffeecctt

R1, L1, R2, L1, Left, R1, R1, TriangleR1, L1, R2, L1, Left, R1, R1, Triangle Great Handling In Car (Press L3 to jump!)Great Handling In Car (Press L3 to jump!)

R2, R2, L1, R2, Left, R2, R2, L1, R2, Left, Right, Left, Right, Left, RightRight, Left, Right, Left, Right Higher Wanted LevelHigher Wanted Level

L1, L1, Square, R2, Triangle, L1, L1, L1, Square, R2, Triangle, L1, TriangleTriangle Make Cars InvisibleMake Cars Invisible

Triangle, Up, Right, Down, Square, R1, R2Triangle, Up, Right, Down, Square, R1, R2 Slow Down GameplaySlow Down Gameplay

Triangle, Up, Right, Down, Square, L1, L2Triangle, Up, Right, Down, Square, L1, L2 Speed Up GameplaySpeed Up Gameplay

Right, R2, O, R1, L2, Down, L1, Right, R2, O, R1, L2, Down, L1, R1R1 Flying CarsFlying Cars

Square, L1, Circle, Down, L1, R1, Triangle, Right, L1, Square, L1, Circle, Down, L1, R1, Triangle, Right, L1, XX
More Gore blow off limbs and head (noMore Gore blow off limbs and head (no
confirmation message)confirmation message)

Grand Theft Auto III UnlockablesGrand Theft Auto III Unlockables

Hidden Package BonusesHidden Package Bonuses

UUnnlloocckkaabbllee HHoow  w  tto  o  UUnnlloocckk

HANDGUNHANDGUN COLLECT 10 PACKAGESCOLLECT 10 PACKAGES

UZIUZI COLLECT 20 PACKAGESCOLLECT 20 PACKAGES

GRENADESGRENADES COLLECT 30 PACKAGESCOLLECT 30 PACKAGES

SHOTGUNSHOTGUN COLLECT 40 PACKAGESCOLLECT 40 PACKAGES

ARMOURARMOUR COLLECT 50 PACKAGESCOLLECT 50 PACKAGES

MOLOTOVSMOLOTOVS COLLECT 60 PACKAGESCOLLECT 60 PACKAGES

AK-47AK-47 COLLECT 70 PACKAGESCOLLECT 70 PACKAGES

SNIPER RIFLESNIPER RIFLE COLLECT 80 PACKAGESCOLLECT 80 PACKAGES

M-16M-16 COLLECT 90 PACKAGESCOLLECT 90 PACKAGES

ROCKET LAUNCHER + 1 MILL. $$$ROCKET LAUNCHER + 1 MILL. $$$ COLLECT 100 PACKAGESCOLLECT 100 PACKAGES



  

Unlock the TankUnlock the Tank

UUnnlloocckkaabbllee HHoow  w  tto  o  UUnnlloocckk

TankTank
Complete all the storyline missions and theComplete all the storyline missions and the
tank will appear at Phil's placetank will appear at Phil's place

UnlockablesUnlockables

UUnnlloocckkaabbllee HHoow  w  tto  o  UUnnlloocckk

Health refillHealth refill Save 35 pedestrians on ambulance missions.Save 35 pedestrians on ambulance missions.

Andrenaline pillAndrenaline pill Save 75 pedestrians on ambulance missions.Save 75 pedestrians on ambulance missions.

Running upgradeRunning upgrade Complete level 12 on the ambulance mission.Complete level 12 on the ambulance mission.

Flamethrower in Portland save point save spotFlamethrower in Portland save point save spot Put out 20 fires on Portland.Put out 20 fires on Portland.

Flamethrower in Staunton Island save spotFlamethrower in Staunton Island save spot Put out 20 fires on Staunton Island.Put out 20 fires on Staunton Island.

Flamethrower in Shoreside Vale save spotFlamethrower in Shoreside Vale save spot Put out 20 fires on Shoreside Vale.Put out 20 fires on Shoreside Vale.

Borgnine TaxiBorgnine Taxi Complete 100 taxi missions.Complete 100 taxi missions.

Police bribesPolice bribes Complete 20 vigilante missions.Complete 20 vigilante missions.

BF InjectionBF Injection
Complete the Sayonara Salvatore mission andComplete the Sayonara Salvatore mission and
it will appear at Misty\'s apartment in theit will appear at Misty\'s apartment in the
evenings in Hepburn Heightsevenings in Hepburn Heights

Grand Theft Auto III Easter EggsGrand Theft Auto III Easter Eggs

•• Moon TrickMoon Trick

Whenever the moon is visible at night shoot it with the sniper rifle to make the moon bigger or smaller.Whenever the moon is visible at night shoot it with the sniper rifle to make the moon bigger or smaller.

•• Hidden messageHidden message

On the second island (Staunton Island), go to the left of the main entrance of the car park that was usedOn the second island (Staunton Island), go to the left of the main entrance of the car park that was used

in the Kingdom Come mission. Go up the stairway you find up the alleyway with a car and park the car in the Kingdom Come mission. Go up the stairway you find up the alleyway with a car and park the car 

by the wall to the right. The wall is too high to jump on so you will need the car. Jump on the car, then onby the wall to the right. The wall is too high to jump on so you will need the car. Jump on the car, then on

the wall and you will be on a flat roof. Jump off the wall to the area where you see all the metal firethe wall and you will be on a flat roof. Jump off the wall to the area where you see all the metal fire

escape stairways and look around. You will then see a message on one of the walls that reads: “Youescape stairways and look around. You will then see a message on one of the walls that reads: “You

werent supposed to be able get here you know”.werent supposed to be able get here you know”.



  

Grand Theft Auto III SecretsGrand Theft Auto III Secrets

•• Ambulance Bonus ItemsAmbulance Bonus Items

When not going through a normal mission, get in an Ambulance and press R3.When not going through a normal mission, get in an Ambulance and press R3.

SaveSave 3535 pedestrians and apedestrians and a health refillhealth refill will appear outside any of your save points.will appear outside any of your save points.

SaveSave 7070 pedestrians and anpedestrians and an adrenaline pilladrenaline pill will appear outside any of your save points.will appear outside any of your save points.

Complete the AmbulanceComplete the Ambulance level 12level 12 andand Infinite RunInfinite Run will be granted.will be granted.

NOTE:You do not have to save the pedestrians consecutively. You can do it as you go through theNOTE:You do not have to save the pedestrians consecutively. You can do it as you go through the

game.game.

•• Fire Truck Bonus WeaponFire Truck Bonus Weapon

While not doing a normal mission, get in a Fire Truck and press R3. There is a Fire Station on eachWhile not doing a normal mission, get in a Fire Truck and press R3. There is a Fire Station on each

island. Put outisland. Put out 2020 fires onfires on eacheach island and aisland and a Flame-thrower Flame-thrower will always appear at one of your threewill always appear at one of your three

save points.save points.

NOTE: The fire missions do not have to be done consecutively. Just make sure you have put out 20 firesNOTE: The fire missions do not have to be done consecutively. Just make sure you have put out 20 fires

in each area.in each area.

•• Vigilante Bonus: Police BribesVigilante Bonus: Police Bribes

While not doing a normal mission, get into a law enforcement vehicle (Police Car, Enforcer, FBI Car, or While not doing a normal mission, get into a law enforcement vehicle (Police Car, Enforcer, FBI Car, or 

Tank) and press R3. In this mode you must chase down criminals and kill them.Tank) and press R3. In this mode you must chase down criminals and kill them.

Kill 20 criminals on each island and you will be rewarded with a total of 6 Police Bribes at your save pointKill 20 criminals on each island and you will be rewarded with a total of 6 Police Bribes at your save point

(1 for each set of 10 killed. You must kill criminals on every island to receive all 6 Police Bribes, however.(1 for each set of 10 killed. You must kill criminals on every island to receive all 6 Police Bribes, however.

This means killing 20 criminals on each island. Killing two sets of 10 criminals (20 total) in Portland willThis means killing 20 criminals on each island. Killing two sets of 10 criminals (20 total) in Portland will

give you all the Police Bribes (2 total) you can get from that island, and so on.give you all the Police Bribes (2 total) you can get from that island, and so on.

NOTE: The criminal kills do not have to be done consecutively. Just be sure to kill 20 on each islandNOTE: The criminal kills do not have to be done consecutively. Just be sure to kill 20 on each island

while in Vigilante mode.while in Vigilante mode.

•• Hooker TrickHooker Trick

Get a normal car and cruise the streets until you find a hooker drive up next to her (make sure she isGet a normal car and cruise the streets until you find a hooker drive up next to her (make sure she is

standing next to the drivers door) and she will talk to you for a couple of minutes then she will walkstanding next to the drivers door) and she will talk to you for a couple of minutes then she will walk

around to the other side of the car and get in. Drive to a dark place (an alley, your hideout etc.) and parkaround to the other side of the car and get in. Drive to a dark place (an alley, your hideout etc.) and park

the car but do not get out. The car will start shaking and your health will go up. Then you have twothe car but do not get out. The car will start shaking and your health will go up. Then you have two

choices:choices:

1)Stay still and let her get out then beat her up to get your money back, or 1)Stay still and let her get out then beat her up to get your money back, or 

2) tap the gas right before she gets out then park the car and watch the car start shaking again which2) tap the gas right before she gets out then park the car and watch the car start shaking again which

saves time since it costs a dollar a second when she is in the car.saves time since it costs a dollar a second when she is in the car.

•• Repair damaged vehiclesRepair damaged vehicles

Damaged vehicles can be repaired free at any hideout by parking the vehicle in your garage and get outDamaged vehicles can be repaired free at any hideout by parking the vehicle in your garage and get out

of the car, leave to let the door close then return and any cars in your garage will be repaired.of the car, leave to let the door close then return and any cars in your garage will be repaired.

•• Run Forever Run Forever 



  

The longer you run the longer you can run without taking a break. But if you continue to tapThe longer you run the longer you can run without taking a break. But if you continue to tap

&quot;X&quot; over and over again you can run forever and gain your stamina to the max.&quot;X&quot; over and over again you can run forever and gain your stamina to the max.

•• Change the color of your car for freeChange the color of your car for free

After you pay to repair your car in the Pay 'N Spray, drive back in and you can get a free paint job.After you pay to repair your car in the Pay 'N Spray, drive back in and you can get a free paint job.

Grand Theft Auto III GlitchesGrand Theft Auto III Glitches

•• Getting Into Unlocked Parts of the CityGetting Into Unlocked Parts of the City

By using the ''Jumping Cars'' trick, you can access other parts of the city you can't in the beginning of theBy using the ''Jumping Cars'' trick, you can access other parts of the city you can't in the beginning of the

game, from the broken down bridges. Just go to the bridge you want to cross, and use the ''Jumpinggame, from the broken down bridges. Just go to the bridge you want to cross, and use the ''Jumping

Cars'' trick when your just about to hit the edge of the bridge. You will then cross the bridge safely (mightCars'' trick when your just about to hit the edge of the bridge. You will then cross the bridge safely (might

take a try or two), and be able to try out some new city life!take a try or two), and be able to try out some new city life!

•• Blood in modified PAL Blood in modified PAL (German) version(German) version

Just set your console and the game language to English, this allows you to play the game withoutJust set your console and the game language to English, this allows you to play the game without

censorship.censorship.

Now you can also hit opponents while they are on the ground, a feature that was removed from theNow you can also hit opponents while they are on the ground, a feature that was removed from the

German version.German version.

•• Heal vehicleHeal vehicle

Enter the full health cheat (R2, R2, L1, R1, Left, Down, Right, Up, Left, Down, Right, Up) while in aEnter the full health cheat (R2, R2, L1, R1, Left, Down, Right, Up, Left, Down, Right, Up) while in a

vehicle and that vehicle's damage will be repaired. The visual damage will remain but the vehicle'svehicle and that vehicle's damage will be repaired. The visual damage will remain but the vehicle's

condition will be as if it were new.condition will be as if it were new.

•• Use any car for taxi missionsUse any car for taxi missions

Get into a taxi, hold down the R3 button. Exit the taxi and step into another car, release the R3 buttonGet into a taxi, hold down the R3 button. Exit the taxi and step into another car, release the R3 button

and you should be able to do taxi mission in the car you are currently in.and you should be able to do taxi mission in the car you are currently in.

•• Drive a Blown-Up Car Drive a Blown-Up Car 

Get into a car. Drive in front of the desired car (to keep it front driving away) that you would like to driveGet into a car. Drive in front of the desired car (to keep it front driving away) that you would like to drive

after it's been blown up. THE CAR MUST HAVE SOMEONE IN IT. Walk up to the driver's side door.after it's been blown up. THE CAR MUST HAVE SOMEONE IN IT. Walk up to the driver's side door.

Enter the ''Blow up all cars'' code. While entering the code, Mr. GTA (or whatever his name is) will pullEnter the ''Blow up all cars'' code. While entering the code, Mr. GTA (or whatever his name is) will pull

the driver out of the car and then get into it as it's blowing up and somehow he will not die. But as soonthe driver out of the car and then get into it as it's blowing up and somehow he will not die. But as soon

as you are in the car, enter the Health Code to extinguish the flame. It might not work the first time, soas you are in the car, enter the Health Code to extinguish the flame. It might not work the first time, so

keep trying and eventually it will work.keep trying and eventually it will work.

•• Hospital to Shoreside ValeHospital to Shoreside Vale

If you want to get to the third Island and haven't earned it, you can ''fall'' into the underground passage.If you want to get to the third Island and haven't earned it, you can ''fall'' into the underground passage.

You'll need the Car Handling Cheat entered (R1 L1 R2 L1 left R1 R1 Triangle) and an esperanto. YouYou'll need the Car Handling Cheat entered (R1 L1 R2 L1 left R1 R1 Triangle) and an esperanto. You

must have an Esperanto - it's the only car that will jump high enough. First, get to the hospital inmust have an Esperanto - it's the only car that will jump high enough. First, get to the hospital in

Staunton Island. then, go to the parking lot and go as fast as you can towards the Hospital. Make sureStaunton Island. then, go to the parking lot and go as fast as you can towards the Hospital. Make sure

that you are on the left side of it... It's hard to do it without doing that. Jump onto the platform above thethat you are on the left side of it... It's hard to do it without doing that. Jump onto the platform above theHospital ''Entrance'' and go slowly straight to the square-looking wall. Go into it turning right, and goHospital ''Entrance'' and go slowly straight to the square-looking wall. Go into it turning right, and go



  

forward. You should fall out of the world and land in the underground passage. Turn right and go quiclyforward. You should fall out of the world and land in the underground passage. Turn right and go quicly

to the beauty of Shoreside Vale. If you hit a blue wall, turn around and go.to the beauty of Shoreside Vale. If you hit a blue wall, turn around and go.

•• Ghost ShipGhost Ship

When you're doing the mission on Staunton Island for Ray Machowski called ''Gone Fishing'', you'reWhen you're doing the mission on Staunton Island for Ray Machowski called ''Gone Fishing'', you're

supposed to kill the guy on the boat. If you stand on the shore with your sniper rifle and shoot him as hesupposed to kill the guy on the boat. If you stand on the shore with your sniper rifle and shoot him as he

goes by, he may turn the wrong direction and beach himself.goes by, he may turn the wrong direction and beach himself.

If you shoot him as he's standing on the shore, the boat remains. Press the Triangle button as you wouldIf you shoot him as he's standing on the shore, the boat remains. Press the Triangle button as you would

to get into any other boat, and press the Square button like you're reversing. The boat won't go too far,to get into any other boat, and press the Square button like you're reversing. The boat won't go too far,

but if you keep holding the Square button down, eventually you can get back into the water, assumingbut if you keep holding the Square button down, eventually you can get back into the water, assuming

the boat doesn't flip.the boat doesn't flip.

The boat handles REALLY well, goes pretty fast, and goes by the title of ''GHOST Missing''. If you dock itThe boat handles REALLY well, goes pretty fast, and goes by the title of ''GHOST Missing''. If you dock it

and shoot it to make it explode, it does explode, but it still remains as though it's new. You can't reallyand shoot it to make it explode, it does explode, but it still remains as though it's new. You can't really

see yourself inside the boat, as it was never meant for you to drive anyways.see yourself inside the boat, as it was never meant for you to drive anyways.

Little thing, but it's fun.Little thing, but it's fun.

•• More cars in the garageMore cars in the garage

Go to any garage that can fit two or more cars in. When It is full, get another car right up next to the door,Go to any garage that can fit two or more cars in. When It is full, get another car right up next to the door,

and get out. Press triangle as the door is going up, and hit X fast to get the car in. You might have toand get out. Press triangle as the door is going up, and hit X fast to get the car in. You might have to
move the cars in the garage around, but it's possible to get up to 6 cars in any given garage.move the cars in the garage around, but it's possible to get up to 6 cars in any given garage.

Infinite Time for Fires Infinite Time for Fires in Fire Truck in Fire Truck Missions!!Missions!!!!

To exploit this glitch it's just a matter of putting the fire out as the clock is going to hit 0. If done correctly,To exploit this glitch it's just a matter of putting the fire out as the clock is going to hit 0. If done correctly,

the timer will disappear allowing infinite time to cruise to the next fire.the timer will disappear allowing infinite time to cruise to the next fire.

•• Get To Third IslandGet To Third Island

At the first island drive your car towards the tunnel that blocks off the third and second island. Park theAt the first island drive your car towards the tunnel that blocks off the third and second island. Park the

car right next to the blue wall and blow it up. You should be blown through into the third or second island.car right next to the blue wall and blow it up. You should be blown through into the third or second island.

•• Easy Kill in Easy Kill in Vigilante MissionsVigilante Missions

Start a Vigilante mission. Once you get near the suspect's car. Hit pause, and then un-pause it. TheStart a Vigilante mission. Once you get near the suspect's car. Hit pause, and then un-pause it. The

suspect will jump out of the car for no reason. Now you can run them over.suspect will jump out of the car for no reason. Now you can run them over.

•• Wear prisoner outfitWear prisoner outfit

You need a saved game for this. Start a new game, and after the beginning cutscene load your other You need a saved game for this. Start a new game, and after the beginning cutscene load your other 

game. You'll have everything, but you'll still be wearing a prisoner outfit.game. You'll have everything, but you'll still be wearing a prisoner outfit.

•• Reset Radio Station TrackReset Radio Station Track

Press the START button, go to the Audio menu, select the station you want to reset, then press thePress the START button, go to the Audio menu, select the station you want to reset, then press the

START button and press left or right to change the menu while the pause menu dissapears. For someSTART button and press left or right to change the menu while the pause menu dissapears. For some

reason, the radio station you selected will reset. You will notice the station track reset if you are in a car.reason, the radio station you selected will reset. You will notice the station track reset if you are in a car.



  

•• Run in the SkyRun in the Sky

Take an ambulance to the top of Marco's Bistro in the St. Mark's area. It takes a bit of work, but youTake an ambulance to the top of Marco's Bistro in the St. Mark's area. It takes a bit of work, but you

should be able to get it up the stairs eventually. Now, slowly back it up so that it almost rolls over theshould be able to get it up the stairs eventually. Now, slowly back it up so that it almost rolls over the

edge of the little wall, but not all the way. Now (quickly) find a car on the street and bring it in front of theedge of the little wall, but not all the way. Now (quickly) find a car on the street and bring it in front of the

ambulance so that you can jump on the ambulance's hood and then roof. While on the roof, jumpambulance so that you can jump on the ambulance's hood and then roof. While on the roof, jump

towards the brick wall of the building. You should end up on an invisible ledge or roof and you can runtowards the brick wall of the building. You should end up on an invisible ledge or roof and you can run

around quite a large area before the invisible ground ends. Tip: Use a gun that you can aim manually toaround quite a large area before the invisible ground ends. Tip: Use a gun that you can aim manually to

shoot the &quot;ground&quot; in front of you a bit. If there are sparks, then it's safe to walk, and if thereshoot the &quot;ground&quot; in front of you a bit. If there are sparks, then it's safe to walk, and if therearen't any than you will fall if you try to walk there.aren't any than you will fall if you try to walk there.

•• Get into the subway when Get into the subway when it's blocked.it's blocked.

Near the Traid Gang area, there is a subway entrance that is blocked off. It has stairs leading down to it.Near the Traid Gang area, there is a subway entrance that is blocked off. It has stairs leading down to it.

There is a ramp that causes you to fly over the small gap. But if you drive up very slowly then you will fallThere is a ramp that causes you to fly over the small gap. But if you drive up very slowly then you will fall

of the ramp and land on the stairs. If you done this correctly then you should go through the cage. Youof the ramp and land on the stairs. If you done this correctly then you should go through the cage. You

will now be in the subway. You will now be able to either take a train to another island or drive your car towill now be in the subway. You will now be able to either take a train to another island or drive your car to

another island through the subway. This glitch works well with a Police car or a Taxi.another island through the subway. This glitch works well with a Police car or a Taxi.



  

Cheat ListCheat List

See the keyboard? Type the cheats (displayed in CAPs) to get the effect. Note that Cap Sense does not apply toSee the keyboard? Type the cheats (displayed in CAPs) to get the effect. Note that Cap Sense does not apply to

the cheats!the cheats!

•• THUGSTOOLS ~ Weapon set #1THUGSTOOLS ~ Weapon set #1

•• PROFESSIONALTOOLS ~ Weapon set #2PROFESSIONALTOOLS ~ Weapon set #2

•• NUTTERTOOLS ~ Weapon set #3NUTTERTOOLS ~ Weapon set #3

•• ASPIRINE ~ Restore healthASPIRINE ~ Restore health

•• PRECIOUSPROTECTION ~ Gain/restore armor PRECIOUSPROTECTION ~ Gain/restore armor 

•• ICANTTAKEITANYMORE ~ Kill self ICANTTAKEITANYMORE ~ Kill self 
•• YOUWONTTAKEMEALIVE ~ Increase Wanted LevelYOUWONTTAKEMEALIVE ~ Increase Wanted Level

•• LEAVEMEALONE ~ Decrease Wanted LevelLEAVEMEALONE ~ Decrease Wanted Level

•• FANNYMAGNET ~ Female actors follow player FANNYMAGNET ~ Female actors follow player 

•• CERTAINDEATH ~ Tommy smokes a cigaretteCERTAINDEATH ~ Tommy smokes a cigarette

•• DEEPFRIEDMARSBARS ~ Player model changed to fatDEEPFRIEDMARSBARS ~ Player model changed to fat

•• PROGRAMMER ~ Player model changed to skinnyPROGRAMMER ~ Player model changed to skinny

•• STILLLIKEDRESSINGUP ~ Player model changed randomlySTILLLIKEDRESSINGUP ~ Player model changed randomly

•• CHEATSHAVEBEENCRACKED ~ Player model is Ricardo DiazCHEATSHAVEBEENCRACKED ~ Player model is Ricardo Diaz

•• LOOKLIKELANCE ~ Player model is Lance VanceLOOKLIKELANCE ~ Player model is Lance Vance

•• MYSONISALAWYER ~ Player model is Ken RosenbergMYSONISALAWYER ~ Player model is Ken Rosenberg

•• LOOKLIKEHILARY ~ Player model is Hilary KingLOOKLIKEHILARY ~ Player model is Hilary King

•• ROCKANDROLLMAN ~ Player model is Love Fist rocker #1ROCKANDROLLMAN ~ Player model is Love Fist rocker #1

•• WELOVEOURDICK ~ Player model is Love Fist rocker #2WELOVEOURDICK ~ Player model is Love Fist rocker #2

•• ONEARMEDBANDIT ~ Player model is Phil CassidyONEARMEDBANDIT ~ Player model is Phil Cassidy

•• IDONTHAVETHEMONEYSONNY ~ Player model is Sonny ForelliIDONTHAVETHEMONEYSONNY ~ Player model is Sonny Forelli
•• FOXYLITTLETHING ~ Player model is MercedesFOXYLITTLETHING ~ Player model is Mercedes

•• PANZER ~ Spawns a Rhino TankPANZER ~ Spawns a Rhino Tank

•• TRAVELINSTYLE ~ Spawns a Bloodring Banger TRAVELINSTYLE ~ Spawns a Bloodring Banger 

•• GETTHEREQUICKLY ~ Spawns a Bloodring Banger (alternate)GETTHEREQUICKLY ~ Spawns a Bloodring Banger (alternate)

•• GETTHEREFAST ~ Spawns a Sabre TurboGETTHEREFAST ~ Spawns a Sabre Turbo

•• GETTHEREVERYFASTINDEED ~ Spawns a Hotring Racer GETTHEREVERYFASTINDEED ~ Spawns a Hotring Racer 

•• GETTHEREAMAZINGLYFAST ~ Spawns a Hotring Racer (alternate)GETTHEREAMAZINGLYFAST ~ Spawns a Hotring Racer (alternate)

•• THELASTRIDE ~ Spawns a Romero's HearseTHELASTRIDE ~ Spawns a Romero's Hearse

•• ROCKANDROLLCAR ~ Spawns a Love Fist Stretch/LimoROCKANDROLLCAR ~ Spawns a Love Fist Stretch/Limo

•• RUBBISHCAR ~ Spawns a Trashmaster RUBBISHCAR ~ Spawns a Trashmaster 

•• BETTERTHANWALKING ~ Spawns a Golf CaddieBETTERTHANWALKING ~ Spawns a Golf Caddie

•• BIGBANG ~ Explodes nearby carsBIGBANG ~ Explodes nearby cars

•• MIAMITRAFFIC ~ Aggressive AI driving onMIAMITRAFFIC ~ Aggressive AI driving on

•• AHAIRDRESSERSCAR ~ All cars become pinkAHAIRDRESSERSCAR ~ All cars become pink

••
IWANTITPAINTEDBLACK ~ All cars become blackIWANTITPAINTEDBLACK ~ All cars become black

•• COMEFLYWITHME ~ Flying cars cheatCOMEFLYWITHME ~ Flying cars cheat

•• GRIPISEVERYTHING ~ Vehicle handling improvedGRIPISEVERYTHING ~ Vehicle handling improved

•• GREENLIGHT ~ All traffic signals greenGREENLIGHT ~ All traffic signals green

•• SEAWAYS ~ Cars hover over water SEAWAYS ~ Cars hover over water 

•• WHEELSAREALLINEED ~ Only car wheels visibleWHEELSAREALLINEED ~ Only car wheels visible

•• LOADSOFLITTLETHINGS ~ Some cars have big wheelsLOADSOFLITTLETHINGS ~ Some cars have big wheels

•• HOPINGIRL ~ Actors get into player's current car HOPINGIRL ~ Actors get into player's current car 

•• ALOVELYDAY ~ Weather sunnyALOVELYDAY ~ Weather sunny

•• APLEASANTDAY ~ Weather overcastAPLEASANTDAY ~ Weather overcast

•• ABITDRIEG ~ Weather very overcastABITDRIEG ~ Weather very overcast

•• CANTSEEATHING ~ Weather foggyCANTSEEATHING ~ Weather foggy

•• CATSANDDOGS ~ Weather stormyCATSANDDOGS ~ Weather stormy

•• LIFEISPASSINGMEBY ~ Time compression (speeds up game time)LIFEISPASSINGMEBY ~ Time compression (speeds up game time)

•• ONSPEED ~ Time compression (alternate)ONSPEED ~ Time compression (alternate)

••

BOOOOOORING ~ Time expansionBOOOOOORING ~ Time expansion
•• CHASESTAT ~ Shows Media LevelCHASESTAT ~ Shows Media Level



  

•• FIGHTFIGHTFIGHT ~ Actors all attack (riot cheat)FIGHTFIGHTFIGHT ~ Actors all attack (riot cheat)

•• NOBODYLIKESME ~ Actors attack player NOBODYLIKESME ~ Actors attack player 

•• CHICKSWITHGUNS ~ Female actors armedCHICKSWITHGUNS ~ Female actors armed

•• OURGODGIVENRIGHTTOBEARARMS ~ All actors armedOURGODGIVENRIGHTTOBEARARMS ~ All actors armed

•• CHASESTAT ~ Show media level (when 2+ stars):CHASESTAT ~ Show media level (when 2+ stars):

Hint: See the Village PeopleHint: See the Village People

Go into the Malibu Club and take a gander at the stage. There, you'll find a reasonable facsimile of the VillageGo into the Malibu Club and take a gander at the stage. There, you'll find a reasonable facsimile of the Village

People.People.

aruda3aruda3
Hint: Shoot the MoonHint: Shoot the Moon

The moon changes size when shot at with the Sniper Rifle, just like in GTA 3.The moon changes size when shot at with the Sniper Rifle, just like in GTA 3.
buzzkillah_3dbuzzkillah_3d
Hint: Ammo TrickHint: Ammo Trick

If you pick up the regular shotgun at your hidout (from starfish island) and then go out and find the spas or benelliIf you pick up the regular shotgun at your hidout (from starfish island) and then go out and find the spas or benelli

shotgun out in the city, your 50 shells from the regular shotgun will be transfered to the new upgraded gun youshotgun out in the city, your 50 shells from the regular shotgun will be transfered to the new upgraded gun you

picked up. If you were to pick up the upgraded shotgun without doing this you would only recieve 20 or so shellspicked up. If you were to pick up the upgraded shotgun without doing this you would only recieve 20 or so shells

but this way you get roughly 70. This trick works with other guns also that share simular bullets.but this way you get roughly 70. This trick works with other guns also that share simular bullets.
zelldincht13zelldincht13
Hint: Dial the NumbersHint: Dial the Numbers

Write down the phone numbers you hear on the radio commercials in the game. They all work! Here's a list:Write down the phone numbers you hear on the radio commercials in the game. They all work! Here's a list:

•• 1-866-PILLAGE1-866-PILLAGE

•• 1-866-9-BURY ME1-866-9-BURY ME

•• 1-866-9-SAVE ME1-866-9-SAVE ME

•• 1-866-9-SHADEE1-866-9-SHADEE
•• 1-866-434-SELF1-866-434-SELF

Hint: Bullet Proof CarsHint: Bullet Proof Cars

Admiral.Admiral. Also fire-proof, explosion-proof, and collision-proof. Activate the Guardian Angels mission (from ColonelAlso fire-proof, explosion-proof, and collision-proof. Activate the Guardian Angels mission (from Colonel

Cortez), and kill the Haitian gang members. TheCortez), and kill the Haitian gang members. The Admiral  Admiral is the white car Diaz drives in the cut-scene. Deliberatelyis the white car Diaz drives in the cut-scene. Deliberately

fail the mission by killing Diaz, Lance, or letting the Haitian biker escape with Diaz's money.fail the mission by killing Diaz, Lance, or letting the Haitian biker escape with Diaz's money.

Once the mission fails, theOnce the mission fails, the Admiral  Admiral 's doors will be unlocked and you can drive it back to the garage of your 's doors will be unlocked and you can drive it back to the garage of your 

choice. Naturally, you will need to purchase property that has a garage first.choice. Naturally, you will need to purchase property that has a garage first.

Submitted bySubmitted by Jared and Joey Jared and Joey 
tip2maytip2may
Hint: Rob the BankHint: Rob the Bank

After you've completed the Malibu mission "The Job", you can rob El Banco Corrupto Grande for some easyAfter you've completed the Malibu mission "The Job", you can rob El Banco Corrupto Grande for some easy

money. Walk in and turn right up the stairs. This will earn you a four star wanted level. Walk into the manager'smoney. Walk in and turn right up the stairs. This will earn you a four star wanted level. Walk into the manager's

office to get 1/3 of the cash. The rest is in the room with the elevator, on the right side. Then jump off the balconyoffice to get 1/3 of the cash. The rest is in the room with the elevator, on the right side. Then jump off the balcony

and run out. To shake the cops, you can turn left to the nearby Pay N' Spray. It's not much, but it's easy cash.and run out. To shake the cops, you can turn left to the nearby Pay N' Spray. It's not much, but it's easy cash.
DemionDemion
Hint: "Easter Egg" Easter EggHint: "Easter Egg" Easter Egg

Head to the 8-10 VCN Building (the news building) on the west island of Vice City. The news building is by theHead to the 8-10 VCN Building (the news building) on the west island of Vice City. The news building is by the

northern bridge entrance on the west island. You can enter the door of the news building and head up to the roof.northern bridge entrance on the west island. You can enter the door of the news building and head up to the roof.

Along with the news chopper, there's an easter egg you can get to. There's another buiding close by, but on anAlong with the news chopper, there's an easter egg you can get to. There's another buiding close by, but on an

angle with the window closest to the edge of the heliport. Make a sprinting jump through the window and youangle with the window closest to the edge of the heliport. Make a sprinting jump through the window and you

should see an empty room with an easter egg in the middle.should see an empty room with an easter egg in the middle.
DemionDemion
Hint: Scarface Easter EggHint: Scarface Easter Egg

There's aThere's a ScarfaceScarface easter egg in the form of a bloody bathroom and a chainsaw weapon.easter egg in the form of a bloody bathroom and a chainsaw weapon.

Go to the Pay N' Spray at Ocean beach, then go south and take the first left. On your left, you'll see a two storyGo to the Pay N' Spray at Ocean beach, then go south and take the first left. On your left, you'll see a two story

apartment with two sets of stairs on the second floor.apartment with two sets of stairs on the second floor.



  

Head up the stairs to the right and you'll see a black doorway. Check out the bathroom in apartment 3c andHead up the stairs to the right and you'll see a black doorway. Check out the bathroom in apartment 3c and

compare it to the movie.compare it to the movie.
CrimsonPredator CrimsonPredator 
Hint: Beach BallHint: Beach Ball

Go to Starfish island. When heading west, go into the first house on the right. In the empty pool there is a beachGo to Starfish island. When heading west, go into the first house on the right. In the empty pool there is a beach

ball. When you run into it, it will bounce. Bounce it on your head and numbers will appear. (The trick is to alwaysball. When you run into it, it will bounce. Bounce it on your head and numbers will appear. (The trick is to always

be in the shadow of the ball.)be in the shadow of the ball.)
Jason Alder Jason Alder 
Hint: Buy Companies WiselyHint: Buy Companies Wisely

An advantage of buying expensive companies rather than smaller ones first is you can get more money in return.An advantage of buying expensive companies rather than smaller ones first is you can get more money in return.

For example, if you buy the Print Works for $70,000, you can get $8,000 dollars a day to make buying the other For example, if you buy the Print Works for $70,000, you can get $8,000 dollars a day to make buying the other 

companies easier. Don't forget that you have to complete a certain mission in the Vercitti Missions before you cancompanies easier. Don't forget that you have to complete a certain mission in the Vercitti Missions before you can

purchase companies, and you also need to finish the missions related to those companies.purchase companies, and you also need to finish the missions related to those companies.
Jason Alder Jason Alder 
Hint: Increase the Tank's SpeedHint: Increase the Tank's Speed

Turn the tank's turrent around so it faces backwards. Now keep firing while accelerating and you will go a lotTurn the tank's turrent around so it faces backwards. Now keep firing while accelerating and you will go a lot

faster.faster.
Jason Alder Jason Alder 
Hint: Enter Golf Course Without Losing Your WeaponsHint: Enter Golf Course Without Losing Your Weapons

Here is a way to enter the golf course without having your weapons get confiscated. First, take the Comet nearbyHere is a way to enter the golf course without having your weapons get confiscated. First, take the Comet nearby

and drive it next to the fence. Get out and jump onto the car. Jump onto the fence, and then jump onto the secondand drive it next to the fence. Get out and jump onto the car. Jump onto the fence, and then jump onto the second

fence at a diagonal angle and drop down past it. You will make it into the golf course with all your weapons. Thisfence at a diagonal angle and drop down past it. You will make it into the golf course with all your weapons. This

trick can be useful for the "Four Iron" mission.trick can be useful for the "Four Iron" mission.
sscoolieosscoolieo
Easter Egg: He Sleeps With the FishesEaster Egg: He Sleeps With the Fishes

Get a boat... and go between The "Leaf Links" Golf club and the third island. GO up to the rock and stop your Get a boat... and go between The "Leaf Links" Golf club and the third island. GO up to the rock and stop your 

boat get the sniper rifle in the cheat and look down on the rocks you will see a man in boxers with concrete on hisboat get the sniper rifle in the cheat and look down on the rocks you will see a man in boxers with concrete on his
feet.feet.
wnagstaklownwnagstaklown
Hint: Free Money From Parking MetersHint: Free Money From Parking Meters

Drive over parking meters to empty cash into the streets. It's free money!Drive over parking meters to empty cash into the streets. It's free money!
Hint: Porno FlyersHint: Porno Flyers

After you complete the mission that dumps porn flyers all over the city, the flyers will continue to blow around townAfter you complete the mission that dumps porn flyers all over the city, the flyers will continue to blow around town

as long as you're playing the game.as long as you're playing the game.
Farrar Farrar 
Hint: Reduced FelonyHint: Reduced Felony

If you want to kill cops without receiving a load of wanted stars, use the main blade of a helicopter and angle it soIf you want to kill cops without receiving a load of wanted stars, use the main blade of a helicopter and angle it so

that the blade hits them. You accrue less "wanted points" this way.that the blade hits them. You accrue less "wanted points" this way.
Dave ZDave Z
Hint: Instant Health Power-UpHint: Instant Health Power-Up

This trick worked in GTA III as well. Drive up next to a hooker and wait. If you're driving a swank enough car,This trick worked in GTA III as well. Drive up next to a hooker and wait. If you're driving a swank enough car,

she'll start talking to you. Eventually, she'll get into the car. At this point, drive to a quiet spot and let the magicshe'll start talking to you. Eventually, she'll get into the car. At this point, drive to a quiet spot and let the magic

happen. The car will start rocking, and your "health" will grow from 100 to 125. Your pocketbook will take a hithappen. The car will start rocking, and your "health" will grow from 100 to 125. Your pocketbook will take a hitthough. This health-upthough. This health-up


